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General Managers Report by Steve Lee
we are keen to attract more. The
consistent message that we get
It’s “transition time” in orchards as
from new suppliers is that “They
we move through the last of the
wish they had delivered to MPC
2016 harvest but keep an eye on
sooner”, “they’ve never had lab
the flowering and nut set that
results this good” or “it’s reassuring
represents the 2017 crop. The
to be paid on time”. Small and large
delivery of 2016 crop is still
growers are treated professionally
continuing as growers pick up the
at all levels through our
late fall of nuts throughout orchards. organization and we’re always
With the ongoing trickle of deliveries looking for ways that we can
the Australian industry looks set to improve our offering to growers.
hit the 50,000t at 10% moisture (or
Whilst the Australian crop has
46,600t at 3.5% m.c.) despite a
increased slightly over the previous
reduction in crop in the Northern
season global supply is likely to be
Rivers. The Bundaberg region has
down with much of the South
performed very well and looks set to
African Industry experiencing
be the major production area for the
severe drought conditions. The
Australian crop in 2016.
drought has caused a significant
The MPC factory will process in
reduction in the volume and quality
excess of 11,000t this year despite of the current crop and is now
the smaller crop in the local area.
extending into the flowering period
Total kernel recoveries have
which may result in a tough 2017
finished the year almost in line with for the South African industry.
2015 for most growers although
Whilst this shortage will ensure
unsound levels have been slightly
demand remains high the reduction
higher. Insect damage has
in volume will limit our ability to
continued to be a major problem,
expand new markets.
unfortunately by the time the
The MPC Annual General Meeting
damage was detected in early
was held on the 26th of August,
consignments it was too late to
there were approximately 50
apply effective control measures in
shareholders in attendance who
orchards.
were given an update on the
This year MPC has welcomed 20
continued strong performance of
plus new suppliers but we still have the company, the MPC/PGM/MMI
significant processing capacity so
group and the broader macadamia

Dear Growers,

industry. A separate report on the
AGM is included later in this
newsletter.

Dividend
In August MPC ordinary
shareholders received a $0.30 fully
franked dividend. Since 2010 MPC
has paid dividends on ordinary
shares totaling $1.35 fully franked
which is a reward for those growers
who have invested in MPC and
goes beyond the benefit of our
competitive NIS offer.

Growers Workshops
Over the last couple of months we
have run 2 courses for growers
looking to expand their knowledge
of macadamia production. The
course has been delivered by Alan
Coates and has included a good
mix of theory and practical
activities. The first class has
recently ‘graduated’ with the second
group having another session
remaining. The feedback has been
terrific, with quite few experienced
growers commenting on how much
they’ve benefitted from the course.
The macadamia industry is still
relatively young and we are
continuing to learn more about
orchard management every year,
there’s been a lot of work done
recently on canopy and orchard
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floor management and there are
new and emerging pests and
management techniques. One
things for sure, if you want to
improve your productivity you need
to be armed with the best
information available and hopefully
our course participants will be able
to put their learnings into practice in
their orchards.

Summary notes from
the 34th MPC Annual
General Meeting,
26th August 2016.

of the Napasol pasteurizer MPC’s
growers are no longer exposed to
these risks.
A Development Application is being
prepared to expand the final stage
drying capacity of the factory to
improve operational efficiency. With
increased NIS processing rates the
factory is often running short of dry
nuts to process which is a bottle
neck that needs to be addressed.
The drying system will be linked to
the shell fired boiler and provide low
cost high quality drying along with
additional factory space for
processing lines.

With the significant growth in the
Presentations were given By Chris groups business the Board
Ford, MPC Chairman, Steven Lee, recognised the need for a Chief
Financial Officer to oversee the
MPC General Manager and Larry
finances and performance of the
McHugh, MMI General Manager.
three companies. It was pleased to
For the 2015/16 financial year MPC recently appoint Tim Gilmore to this
returned a pre-tax profit of
role. Tim is a local having grown up
$3,784,247 compared to
and been educated in Lismore but
$1,857,937 in the previous year.
has spent the past twenty years
When the results of our two joint
working in senior finance roles in
ventures, MMI and PGM are
Brisbane, Sydney and Hong Kong.
included the pre-tax profit increases
During the year the Bundaberg
to $4,312,660. This strong result
was achieved after paying a record factory changed its name from
price for NIS of $5.00/kg, which was Consolidated Nuts of Australia to
a substantial increase from the prior Pacific Gold Macadamias (PGM) to
year price of $3.65/kg. It’s important reduce confusion between the
to understand that a substantial part business and trading names. The
intake at PGM is forecast to be
of this increase was due to the
10,000t for the 2016 season. Due to
depreciation in the value of the
the rapid growth in factory
Australian dollar against the US
deliveries a further 900t of NIS
Dollar.

storage / drying is being installed
with further expansion planned to
meet the regions increasing
production.
MMI has continued its remarkable
growth and is well recognised as
being the global leader in the
marketing and supply of
macadamias. MMI continues to
leverage off the processing
capabilities and reputations of
MPC, PGM and its other global
suppliers, this has resulted in
company turnover expected to
reach $188M this year.
MMI is now the largest macadamia
seller in world accounting for 42%
Australian crop, 25% Kenyan crop,
10% South African crop and is
continuing to grow. The main aim of
MMI is to help stabilise markets by
ensuring kernel is directed to
customers who can grow the
market, encourage and support
product development, ensure
quality product is supplied to
markets and help countries with
developing industries sell kernel in
an orderly sustainable fashion.
With the current strong global
demand and pricing for
macadamias it is no surprise that
there has been significant
investment in macadamia orchards
around the world. It is possible that
worldwide production will double
within the next 5-7 years (see figure
1). This brings both challenges in

This strong performance has
enabled MPC to repay $2.1 million
in loans which is the balance of the
loan taken out to fund the Drying
system projects. The company has
a strong balance sheet with little
structural debt.
The current borrowings relate to the
purchase of the Napasol
pasteurizer. MPC is the only
macadamia processor in the world
to have a pasteurizer capable of
achieving a 5 log reduction of
salmonella. Increasingly the retail
market is trending towards
pasteurization of tree nuts to
prevent the damage to brand
reputation and expensive product
recalls associated with salmonella
contamination. With the installation
THE NUTSHELL
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Figure 1. Current and Forecast Global Macadamia Production.
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build processing capacity from 1t of
kernel per day to over 20t per day
in a highly automated world class
food processing facility.
MPC Chairman Chris Ford
acknowledged Phil’s service at the
AGM “On behalf of everyone
involved with MPC I would like to
thank Phil for his 30 years of
dedicated service to the company”.
David Rodgers explains his limb rejuvenation technique and the results to
growers during a field trip as part of the macadamia production course

balancing supply, demand and
product quality but also presents
opportunities for more investment in
product development / Innovation,
market expansion and R&D.

MPC Board
There were no additional
nominations for the company
director positions so the
renominating Directors were
elected unopposed. The MPC
board is Chris Ford (Chairman),
Peter Costi, Jim Duncan, Scott
Norval and Peter Zadro.

Marketing Report
Larry McHugh, MMI

Strong Demand still remains
The Australian crop is still on track
to reach 50,000t. The harvest
season is drawing to a close and a
high proportion of the crop has
already been processed and sold.

The Free Trade Agreements with
China and Korea are already
resulting in increased interest from
these markets. In the last 5 years
The South African crop has turned
China has rapidly grown to be the
out to be worse than expected due
2nd largest market for macadamias, 30 years of service milestone to prolonged drought conditions and
for Phil Close
only just behind the USA.
although final figures have not yet
been announced, it is likely to be
Beyond the normal supply demand
around 35,000t. The South African
influences the macadamia industry
crop also had a smaller NIS
is influenced by what is happening
diameter and lower kernel recovery.
in the broader tree nut industry. The
significant price drop in almonds
resulted in many nut buyers being
caught with high priced inventory
and many took significant losses.
This impacted on their access to
finance and instability in some nut
markets. The current $AUD : US$
exchange rate is placing some
stress in the domestic market as
consumers struggle to match
international pricing.
MPC hosted a Federal Government
Policy announcement on the 17th of
June. The announcement attracted
significant media coverage for
MPC, the macadamia industry and
the Northern Rivers region in
National media. The list of
attendees included the Prime
Minister, Malcolm Turnbull, Deputy
Prime Minister, Barnaby Joyce,
Deputy Leader of The Nationals,
Fiona Nash, Federal member for
Cowper, Luke Hartsuyker and the
Federal member for Page, Kevin
Hogan.
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The reduced amount of NIS and
kernel from South Africa is
beginning to show in our markets
with customers very keen to
contract the last available parts of
the Australian crop to get them
through to next year. The trees in
South Africa are now in flower but
there has been no significant rain in
some of the major growing areas. It
is highly likely that next year’s
South African crop will be smaller
than the 2016 crop.
Bumper crops in many other tree
nuts resulted in other nut prices
A few of our current growers would falling significantly at the beginning
have met the young Phil Close back of the year and many have stayed
at lower prices since then. The
in 1986 when he first started work
Californian Almond Industry is
at the MPC factory. In those days
everyone chipped in to do whatever expecting a very good crop this
work needed to be done, this gave year and expectations are that
other nut prices will not improve.
Phil hands on experience in all
aspects of the factories operations. The current lack of availability and
higher price of macadamias has the
Phil moved through various
potential to effect demand and this
supervisory roles as the business
may become an issue in 2018. But
grew and has been Production
there is a long way to go between
Manager for the last 18 years.
now and then.
During that time he has helped
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To counter this MMI is busy working
on market expansion projects. We
are in discussion with large
customers around the world about
launching new products and
expanding their range of products.
In addition we are very active in the
China market concentrating on
opportunities for long term ongoing
growth and in the shorter term to
continue to improve returns on our
products.
Adding to our improved return is the
steady increase in the amount of
our crop being packed directly into
retail ready packaging. There are
number of projects that are nearing
completion that will continue to
increase the percentage of crop we
can sell this way. We are also
working on new opportunities in
retail ready products.
To help us to continue to expand
the market we are using supply
from other origins to help develop
new products and to expand
existing products into new areas.
As the supply from other origin
grows these new products and
areas will help to maintain pricing
stability.

Rat Management
Field Day Report
Kevin Quinlan, MPC

Over 130 growers attended the
MPC rat management field day held
in late July 2016 at Greg short’s
Alphadale orchard.
The key points from the day were:


Rat management needs to be
constant



Multiple options need to be
used to achieve effective
control – habitat
manipulation, baiting, orchard
hygiene and frequent
harvesting (IPM)



Rats can breed rapidly. If
weather conditions are
favourable - leading to an
abundance of food (grass
seeds, nuts etc) then
breeding rates will increase
and the population size will
THE NUTSHELL
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Images from the tour of MPC and announcement by Prime Minister, Malcolm
Turnbull, Deputy Prime Minister, Barnaby Joyce, Deputy Leader of The
Nationals, Fiona Nash, Federal member for Cowper, Luke Hartsuyker and the
Federal member for Page, Kevin Hogan.
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feeding on macadamias but other
food sources as well – grass

Rat management needs to
seeds for instance. It was found
start now and continue all
that the percentage that
year round. As the nut
macadamias represented in a rats
season is winding up, rats
diet varied across the year. This
will seek alternative food
was believed to be due to the
sources and so the success
abundance of food sources
of baiting can increase.
available at different times of the

Bait stations should be
year. The variation in macadamia
concentrated in areas of
availability also leads to nut
high activity rather than
removal (and consumption in
spread-out across the
adjacent habitats and burrows)
orchard, as concentrating
from the ground layer of the
them in areas of activity will
orchard late in the nut fall season.
give the best results.
In early research it was found that
David Elmouttie from BASF
habitat manipulation was the most
provided an overview of rat
effective management strategy.
biology, research undertaken in
This involved work such as
macadamia orchards and key
clearing lantana and other noninformation for a successful
crop habitats that favoured rats,
program. A key point from David’s
having wide headlands (10m +)
presentation was it is critical to
and keeping headlands mown
understand rats and their
down, controlling weed
behaviour and use this
infestations and responding to
information to create a
spikes in rat populations in
management strategy. The
orchards through the use of
following is a brief summary of the
strategically placed bait stations.
information he provided.
It was found that this strategy was
costly and resulted in significant
Rats have a very strong
yield improvements.
reproductive ability. Rats (Roof
rats) can reach sexual maturity at
Further research in the early
2-3 months of age and they do
2000’s was conducted to
not have a distinct breeding
investigate the impact of nut
season - although very hot or cold
removal from an orchard by rats.
temperatures will reduce
It was found that the amount
breeding. Typical litter size is an
removed was significantly more
average of 8 to 12 and
than first anticipated, with damage
the gestation period is normally
levels (including removal and in
22 days, but can vary from 21 to
tree damage) being up to 72-93%
26 days. Typically an adult female
of the crop in the first row of trees.
rat will have 5-6 litters per year.
The research also showed that
This makes it possible for rat
rats removed nuts from the
numbers to build up quickly.
ground (not the tree) and took
them into the non-crop habitat.
The early research on rats
This removal of nuts from the
identified the black rat Rattus
orchard is an integral strategy for
rattus as the key pest in
rats to maintain their population
Australian orchards. The early
research work also found that the density, as it provides a continual
food source for the population.
damage was patchy across
Interestingly the removal of nuts
orchards. They also found that
from the orchard only occurs
damage occurred on the ground
when the in-tree resources are
and in trees. It was also found
that damage was focused around low (ie there is little nut left to fall
out of the tree) and non-crop
the edges of orchards and that
crop loss could be as high as 30% resources are declining. Rodents
remove nuts from the ground
in the hotspots.
layer to consume in the adjacent
A very interesting finding was that
habitat as safety mechanism - as
the rats in orchards were not only
consuming nuts on the ground,
increase rapidly
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increases risk of avian predation.
More recently research work has
been completed to investigate the
change in rodent activity where it
has been observed that in
orchards particularly in the
Bundaberg Region rats do not
burrow in the soil, they build nests
in the tree and do not come down
to the ground to feed. The
research work found that rodents
were becoming “residents” in the
orchard and not just living in noncrop habitat and visiting the
orchard to feed. The study also
looked at the effects of cultivar
and orchard density on the
change in rat damage observed.
They found that planting density
did not affect the damage levels
but there was a stronger
correlation with the cultivar that
drove damage levels. While a
limited number of cultivars were
tested the order for those cultivars
was (from highest to lowest
damage levels) A4/A16, A268
and 344/741. Interestingly, the
order follows the kernel recovery
trends for these varieties with
thinner shelled varieties more
susceptible.

A good rat IPM program is
required
The research conducted has
shown that the entire farm needs
to be managed to ensure effective
rat control. This includes non-crop
areas and headlands. Good
orchard hygiene needs to be
implemented as it is important to
ensure crop is not available for
rats to feed on.
The main target pest is still Rattus
rattus which is very agile, a good
climber, spends most of its time in
the tree and can create extensive
burrows. It is critical to consider
these issues and rat behaviour in
your orchard as this will assist you
in determining the best locations
for rat bait stations. For example if
the rats are living and nesting in
your trees and not coming to the
ground, then placing bait stations
in trees will be highly effective,
while placing them on the ground
will have limited effect.
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Rats will use macadamias as a
stations used
primary food source or a

The small sauce container
supplemental food source
with the bait in it can be
depending upon availability of
easily changed by removing
nuts and/or other food sources
it, placing a lid on top of the
(such as grass seeds). They also
old container and a new
use orchards as a nesting site
one put in (making it quick
and cover from predators. You
and easy to go over the
must look at food availability (from
orchard)
a rats perspective) and why they
are in your orchard (not nesting in 
Any spilt bait and rat
your orchard) and use this to
droppings can be brushed
determine where and when to
out of the station – keeping
apply control options – not just
it clean
react to crop damage. For

The ease of use means you
example many growers report
go back and replenish baits
very high levels of bait being
more often and so get
eaten just after harvest has
better control
finished.
Katie uses a mix of cracked corn,
When dealing with rats a multilinseed oil and racumin powder
pronged approach should be used
for her bait mix. The cracked corn
– use as palatable a bait that is
is poured into a container and
registered for in orchard use,
then the linseed oil is added – just
place bait stations in trees and on
enough oil to coat the corn. This
the ground, focus your attention to
is mixed around in the drum to
areas of highest damage and
ensure the corn is coated in oil
around burrows – this is after all
and then the racumin powder is
where they live.

added. The lid is placed on the
container and then it is shaken
around. This is all done while
wearing appropriate Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE).
Mixing ratios used
Racumin
Cracked Corn
Linseed Oil

300 grams
4500 grams
300 grams

After the bait is prepared, Katie
then places it into small sauce
containers. These have a lid
applied. Once the required
number of baits are made, the
container are loaded up and taken
to the field. This system means
that while travelling there is no
problems with spillage and when
you arrive at a station, you simply
replace the existing container with
the new one – using the lid from

Katie Wessling from Eureka
Macadamia Management also
presented information on the bait
stations and management system
she uses on the family farm. She
has designed a bait station using
an old chemical drum (triple
rinsed before use) that is turned
into an easy to use and cost
effective option.
A chemical drum is cut into 2
pieces from top to bottom, one
about a 1/3 of the width and the
other about 2/3 of the width. The
1/3 piece is used as a base and
has a hole cut into it that suits a
small sauce container that holds
the bait, while the other section is
placed over the top as a cover.
Katie has found that this design
has a number of advantages:


It is cost effective and easy
to make



The stations are fixed in
place and so do not move
during orchard operations



The steps used in construction of a rat bait station using a chemical drum. Note
in this example the holes have been placed in the side but the station can also
They do not harbour snakes be constructed to have holes in the ends -using the lid hole of the drum as one
entry point and a hole cut in the other end (original the base of the drum). Note:
like the old tyre style
all drums must be triple rinsed before use
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the new bait to cover the old bait
container. Katie has found this
makes for a very quick process,
increases safety for the operator
and increases the frequency of
bait station replenishment.

sits above inside floor
surface, so any water
entering can’t get into cup.
The hole cutter and specific
cup size ensures this
happens.

Another bait station option is to
use a design by Bob Maier that is
specifically for bait stations in
trees. It utilises rectangular PVC
downpipe.



Quick to find in orchard –
white stands out



Visible bait cup makes it
quick to see from a vehicle
if bait replacement is
needed



When not used as rodent
bait station –ideal for
trichogramma and
anastatus wasp card
housing—just clip the egg
strips to the inside of the
roof if wet weather is
eminent. The trap has also
been used successfully as a
pheromone bait station by
clipping a sticky pheromone
sheet to the inside area.



The white plastic surface
can be written on with a felt
marker to record dates and
amounts used.

Parts list and notes


PVC downpipe 100x65mm
profile cut to 250mm
lengths-typically comes in 3
metre lengths (12 stations)
Bunnings list this as
‘Rectangle 1mc160’.



67mm plastic hole cutter.



BS-2 plastic cups or deeper
‘Chandrol C4 cups-available The parts needed to make a bait station
that fixes to a tree
in bulk from suppliers to
takeaway restaurants.



Advantages
Stiff galvanized metal
strapping- approx. 100mm

very durable in all weather
long as fixer between
conditions-cups stay dry –
station and tree. The
note how top 10mm of cup
product I used is called
“Make-a-Bracket Flat
Galvanized Bar” 20x600mm
long (1mm thick) the
advantage is that it is
predrilled and you can cut
off after every 4th hole to get
the required length.



2 rivets to fix strapping to
station-I used 3/16”
diameter with 9.6mm grip
range and large flange.



2 fixing screws for cordless
drill to fix to tree - note how
the round plastic disc off-cut
from the hole goes between
tree trunk and metal strap- if
not used the trunk can grow
over the strap metal edge.



A length of fencing wire
bent over at one end - drill a
hole through the bait station
and plastic cup from front to
back—take it diagonally so
when you drill a hole on the
back wall it clears the truckthis wire keeps the cup
secured.
The finished station in the tree.
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Conclusion
Rats are a cunning animal that
has survived for thousands of
years. Control is constant and one
method alone can not be relied
upon. A truly integrated approach
is needed.
The rat bait stations shown in this
article are only two of the many
designs available e.g PVC pipe
systems. The key aim is to have a
station that is easy to use.
Baiting programs need to be
maintained all year round—not
just when damage is seen. By the
time damage is evident the
population has already started to
build up and will be harder to
control.
Finally, A big thanks to Greg Short
for hosting the field day.

MPC Premium
Approved Supplier
Training Course
MPC will be conducting a half day
training course for all MPC suppliers who
don’t have the Premium Approved
Supplier qualification. The free of charge
course will be conducted at the MPC
factory.
When: Friday 21st of October, 2016
Where: MPC Factory Boardroom
Time: 8:30am-12:30pm
All suppliers who do not currently have
the Premium Approved Supplier
qualification are encouraged to apply for
a position in this course by contacting
Jodie at MPC Reception on 02 6624 3900
or email reception@mpcmacs.com.au
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Farm Chemical Users Refresher
Course
MPC will be co-ordinating a Farm Chemical
Refresher Course in conjunction with TAFE
(Wollongbar) for all suppliers whose
certificates are due for renewal in 2016.
When: 17th November 2016
Where: MPC Factory Boardroom
Time: 8:30am-12:30pm
Cost: $135.00 payable to TAFE Wollongbar
on the day
As bookings are essential, please contact Jim
Patch on 02 6625 6309 or 0427 243 900 to
arrange your place in the course .
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For Sale
Cab Tractor
John Deere 6320 Mauser cab tractor
110HP with front-end loader, forks, bucket & heavy duty blade.
2276 hours, fully serviced by Ongmac Trading Pty Ltd
$60,000.00 ONO (including GST)
Contact Robert Mosse Ph: 0428 283 419

DIGGA Sweeper
Model: BR000426
Purchased 2015 - hardly used
$4,800 + GST

Meaat Mulcher
Model: TSAP240 (includes PTO)
Purchased 2005
$5,000 + GST
Both items need to be collected from Rosebank, prior to end
November 2016.
Contact: David or Ann Anderson 02 6688-2280 or
rosebank-farm@bigpond.com

Tipper Truck
Fuso Canter 3.5 tonne factory fitted tipper with
custom built hungry boards—ideal for carting
macadamia nuts.
2010 model with 47,000kms, air conditioned, 4.9l
turbo diesel. Always garaged and regularly
serviced. Excellent condition. Only selling as farm
is now sold.
$31890 incl GST.
Contact Brian Gittings—0418 633 711
Disclaimer
The contents of this publication are subject to copyright and may not be reproduced in any form without written permission
from Macadamia Processing Co. Limited. The publication is intended to provide general information only, and while all care has
been taken to ensure that the information contained in this publication is true and accurate, no responsibility or liability is accepted by Macadamia Processing Co. Limited or its staff for any claim which may arise from any person
acting in reliance on the information setout in this publication.
Editorial Policy The editorial committee reserves the right to edit, withhold or reject all material.
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